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 On the Derivative of a Nondecr easing Saltus Function

 A nondecreasing saltus function is defined to be a

 function of the form

 „ 0 for x< a
 oo „ n

 f(x) = ' where = ļ bn for x=an
 bn+0n for x > an ,

 an is an arbitrary sequence of points, bn and cQ are non-nega-

 tive such that bn+cn>0 and Z (bn + cn) converges.

 In [2], Piranian solved Zahorskis seventh problem given

 in [6] by proving the following.

 If A is countable and A 6 , then there is a discontinuous

 function f such that

 f ' (x) = oo for xi A

 = 0 for x ^ A .

 The function constructed there is in fact a nondecreasing

 saltu3 function.

 A function that is a nondecreasing saltus function having

 derivative 0 or oo at each point is said to be of type (*) in
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 [4] and also in this note. Let D(f) denote the set of points

 of discontinuity and Aw(f) = {x : f'(x)= oo ) . It is clear, for

 a function f of type (*), that D(f) is countable, D(f)C A (f) oo

 and the Lebesgue measure lA^Cf)! =0. Also, from known results

 ([5], C3]), we can get AM(f)€FQf'Gô . In [4], the authors
 study the existence of a function f of type (*) for given sets

 with the above properties to be D(f) and A^Cf). Two theorems
 are obtained.

 Theorem 1. If E € P n G. and 1EI 1 = 0, then there is a G Ö 1

 function f of type (*) such that Aw(f) = E.
 This theorem is proved by modifying Lipinskis work [1],

 Piranians technique in [2] is also used.

 Theorem 2. Let A be a countable set , EéP^nGg , |E| = 0
 and ACE. Then there exists a function f of type (*) such

 that D(f) = A and A J. f ) = E if and only if EcĀ and Ef'I(Ã)cA,
 where Ā is the closure of A and I(Ā) is the set of x 6 Ā such

 that (x-6,x)aĀ = 0 or (x,x+5)r'A = 0 for some 6 > 0 .

 The proof is based on two lemmas:

 Lemma 1. Por a countable set A, there is a function f of

 "type (*) such that D(f) = A and Aatf(f) = A if and only if

 ! Ā I = 0 and AD 1(1) .

 Lemma 2. Let A be countable, Ac E c A, EAI(Ā)CA and

 I E I = 0 . If P is any closed subset of E, then there is a closed

 set K such that PcKcE, K = Ka A and I(K)cKf»A. Moreover, Z

 can be chosen bounded if P is bounded.
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